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The Kaufman Lab
F2F collects key data 
For institutions, farmers, 
and markets

...and economics
To support good purchasing 
decisions

...on ecosystem services
To support good 
environmental practices

Alfonso Morales, Edna Ely-Ledesma

The Kaufman Lab supports food system actors 
around the country. Food distribution, regulation and 
law, and marketplace organization are among our 
topics. Our farm2facts.org toolkit makes farmers 
market managers the PI of their market. For instance, 
the F2F toolkit (since 2014 supported by 19 USDA, 
NSF, and NIH grants, subawards, and contracts) is 
used around the country to foster food security, 
entrepreneurship, and climate smart agriculture. 
Our work with the Bloomington, IN farmers market 
addressed their problem with racist speech by 
restructuring the market’s bylaws to increase DEI.



Who We Are



OUR PHILOSOPHY of F2F METRICS
MISSION
Amplifying  farmers market manager’s voice by 
delivering impactful tools (software and
storytelling) to collect, analyze and visualize data. 

ETHICS and VALUES
Ethics relate ends, interests, and values. Market 
manages vary all three. We foster  JEDI, 
engagement, integrity, and innovation.

VISION
Co-producing empowered markets enhancing 
communities in achieving their objectives.

PHILOSOPHY
Practicing the co-creation and 
use of common and unique 
metrics.
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On Wicked Opportunities…portunities

Simultaneously 
celebrated and 
separated

People – in 
Farming and 
marketplaces

Equitable 
and 
future-
oriented 
solutions

Place, production, 
processing, 
distribution, culture 
and consumption, post 
consumption

Software 
supported micro-
democratic market 
practices Human and 

non-human 
aspects of 
food system 
processes 

Ethical 
perspectives 
and 
processes



FARM 2 FACTS REACH

WISCONSIN
FoodWise 
FarmShed

MICHIGAN
Michigan 
Farmers Markets 
Association

CALIFORNIA

ACE

A.



Economics Metric



Economics Metrics

Metrics Include:

- Annual sales of vendors

- Years in operation of vendors

- Economic Impact/Jobs created

- Sales of products 

- Annual spending by customers

- And 264 more from the USDA 
FM/LFPP application as well as 
custom metrics….



Ecosystem Services Metric



???
Ecosystem Services Metric

© Plowshares & Prairie Farm

© Michigan Urban Farming Initiative

© growingproduce.com



Ecosystem Services Metric

Soil 
Health

Livestock

Infra-
structure & 
Machinery

Hauling to 
Markets

Biodiversity

Alternative 
Power



Ecosystem Services Metric



The future: AI/CI
13

▪ Icicle.net 20m NSF AI/CI institute
⎻OSU-DK Panda and 13 organizations

▪ Democratizing AI ethically



Integrating software into CI

Cyberinfrastructure is a set of cloud-hosted services

Frameworks exist, and are being improved, for 
integrating desktop tools to work with cloud services

Tools often communicate with cloud services through 
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)

New digital tools (e.g., drones, smart devices, field 
sensors) pose new challenges to integration

AI could facilitate this cyber communication and 
improve human-machine interaction



Incorporating Geographic Information Systems
Maps for Metrics 

Foodsheds, supply chains, and market networks

Maps for Marketing
Showcase local food networks, farm organization, 
wildlife habitat restored

Remote Sensing
Monitoring crop health, biodiversity, and trends 
over space and time



ICICLE AI Institute – Supply Chain Processes/Practices



Market creativity in context: how AI helps



Dimensions of Privacy

Software for the non-
professional, e.g.

Farm2facts.org

Dignity/Self Representation

Acknowledging Interaction 
and Perspective

Foster Consent/Autonomy

And appropriate 
Interdependencies

Complimentary Software, 
e.g. for GIS

Enables decision-Support

for local government

Distribute Power/Control

Enable Planning, 
Preparedness and 

Responsiveness

Dimensions of 
Software Integration

Multiple and Divergent  
Perspectives



Centering ICICLE within 
the landscape of 
AI ethics:

Resurfacing 
historical concerns 

around moral 
norms and justice
(STS and Information Theory)

Bringing real-world 
issues of bias and 
social harm into 

focus
(thinking about stakeholders in the 

context of the risks of AI)

Drawing on 
contemporary work 

on AI ethics
(participating in the discourse on 

FAIR /FACT and ethical AI)
Implementing 

contemporary data 
security best-practices

(Building off the Census Bureau’s 
differential privacy and statistical 

safeguards)



Dimensions of Privacy

Public/Private 
Disclosure of Facts

Dignity/Self 
Representation Consent/Autonomy

Right to be Let 
Alone

Intrusion Upon 
Seclusion

Power/Control

Dimensions of 
Privacy

False Light

Prosser, W. (1960).  Privacy, 48 CALIFORNIA LAW REVIEW 383. (Prosser divided privacy into four tortious acts.)
Warren, S. D., & Brandeis, L. (1890). Warren & Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, 4 HARV. L. Rv. 193 (1890). Harvard Law Review, 4 (5), 193.

Prosser (1960) Prosser (1960) Prosser (1960)Warren and Brandeis (1890)



Dimensions of Privacy

Human 
Threatened 

species

Places as 
‘Persons’ and 

rights of species

Habitat 
Preservation

Climate change 
– or second-
order threats

Human Use (or 
exploitation) of 
Ecosystem Data

Habitat 
Restoration

Aspects of Non-
human Privacy



MODEL CARDS: a mechanism for improving accountability in AI/ML development

o Model cards offer a standardized method of documentation for model building which 
encourages transparent model reporting.

o Model card reporting requires model developers to specify the context in which models 
are intended to be used, the performance statistics on a variety of conditions (such as 
cultural, demographic, and phenotypic groups) and other relevant information.

o Model cards must be regularly revisited as conditions (e.g., regulatory, technical) change

Use model cards to build trust through 

accountability and contextuality.

Model cards need regular revisiting as 

conditions/perspectives (e.g., regulatory) change



Farms, Markets, AI, and Trust

Vendors and Consumers start with 
interest(s), 

Markets realize those in a trusting context, 
produced by vendors, and stakeholders

Trust developed and modified by 
relationships and knowledge of data/AI 
tools/processes

AI may enable data synthesis across existing 
data tools and data collection practices

Earning and deserving that trust depends on 
transparency and ethical AI development



Summary & Conclusion
F2F collects key data 
On ecology and economy for 
institutions, farmers, and markets

Ethics must be prioritized
From the conceptual beginning through 
to flexible, in-field improvements

Cyberinfrastrucutre adds capabilities
ICICLE  enhances and grows these 
efforts

How do we know?
Assumptions, research, risks, 
relationships, trust (iterative 
and reciprocal)



Questions?
Alfonso Morales

morales1@wisc.edu

farm2facts.org
info@farm2facts.org
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